The Holocaust Living History Workshop Presents

THE BANALITY OF EVIL: A CONVERSATION ON THEATRE AND THE HOLOCAUST

Moises Kaufman in Conversation with UC San Diego Department of Theatre Professor Allan Havis

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 2023
5:00-6:30 p.m. | Virtual Event

In 2006, an album of photographs from Auschwitz landed on the desk of an archivist at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. The photographs documented the many ways SS camp guards made life for themselves at the German death camp tolerable, even enjoyable. As news of the extraordinary find spread worldwide, a German businessman discovered his own grandfather in one of the pictures. What was he to do with this shocking discovery? This is the ethical dilemma at the heart of the play “Here there are blueberries,” conceived and directed by the Venezuelan theatre director Moisés Kaufman. Co-Sponsored by Eleanor Roosevelt College.
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